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Golden Gate: 
Treasure by the Bay 
Two hundred years ago, an 

exiled king fled to the new world 
to bury his past with his treasu re 
near the new mission in what is 

now called San Francisco. 
Become a thrill-seeking hunter 
and embark upon the adventure 

of a lifetime, 

Killing Time 
Surrounded by a host of long 
dead but restless beings, use 

your wits and weapons to make 
your way through the heart of 

this dark mystery. Step through 
eerie hallways into incredibly 
detailed rooms, speak to the 

video-real shades of past 
residents, and he ready to kill 

STUDIO 

3DO 

Phoenix 3 

Snow Job 
Sex, drugs, and violence come 
together in this interactive mys¬ 
tery combining the elements of 
an adventure game with gritty 
cinematic video sequences. 
Serve and protect Assistant 

District Attorney Lara Gala braze 
[Tracy Scoggins) as she leads a 

crusade against a powerful 
drug cartel. 

Star Fighter 
Gratuitous explosions and 

smoldering wreckage! 
Everything can be biown up in 

this trackless 3D flying shooting 
with silky-smooth controls and 

an excellent frame rate. 
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or be killed. Navigate the treacherous 
corridors of enemy compounds 
and engage in pulse-pounding 

space-age dog fights. Phoenix 3 
is part side-scroller, part space 

shooter, and ail action. 
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300 INTERACTIVE SAMPLER CD 4 INSTRUCTION CARD 

Balk... The Director s Cut 
by FF. Magic 

This fighting game is for one or 
two players. In this sampler ver¬ 
sion, Kronk and Bruiser a re 2 of 
the 9 characters you can play. 
(You can see other characters in 
the Shell, but you can't select 
them,} You will automatically 
return to the 3D0 Sampler after 
a 2 out of 3 match is decided, or 
after seeing one Domo Mode 
fight segment 
D-Pad— Character movement 
A—Punch 
S—Kick 
0—'Jump 
Shifts-—Escape letter right 

When Stan ding Next to 
an Opponent 
A— Initiate grapple 
B—Special Attack 
Away+Down—Block 
Toward, Toward, 
Toward—Charge 
A+BrC—Taunt 

Instant Replay 
(Automatic at end of each 
match. Controlled by 
Winner's Control Pad) 
D-Pad—Camera Angle 

A—Zoom In 
B- -Zoom Out 
C—-Slow Motion 

BattleSport 
by Studio 3DO 

One or two players can enjoy 
this sampler version. An arena is 
randomly selected and you have 
3D seconds to score as many 
goals as possible by picking up 
the ball and firing it into the goal. 
If the score is tied at the end of 
the period, you have 30 seconds 
of 0T, during which time the 
object is not to score goals but 
to destroy your opponent. 
D-Pad Up/Down— 
Move forward/backward 
D-Pad Left/Right— Rotation 
Shifts—Sidestep left'right 
A—Lasers 
B— Missiles 
C— Shoots the ball 

BladeForce 
by Studio 3DB 

The sampler version skips 
through tin; usual mermilic 
briefing sequence and puts you 
right into the heat of battle. 
Press pause if you wish to cus¬ 
tomize your control pad configu¬ 
ration and/or interface settings, 

When playing, shoot first, 
ask questions later. 
D-Pad Up/D own—Dive/Climb 
D-Pad Luft/Right— Rotate 
Shifts-—Slide left or right 
L+R-Shift—Reverse thrust 
A—Pulse gun 
8—Forward thrust 
C—Fire special weapon 
X—Select special weapon/Quit 
P—Pause/Option Screen 

Captain Quazar 
by Studio 300 

You begin on Level One, the 
Desert World- Your mission is 
to stop the rockets from launch¬ 
ing by destroying them, It is best 
to bo quick on this sampler ver¬ 
sion, because you are operating 
under a time limit, 
D-Pad— Movement 
A—Pulse Cannon 
B—Missiles 
C—Grenades 
L-Shift+D-Pad— 
Tank style controls 
R-Shift— 
Toggles status baron/off 
L'Shift+A,B or C— Spin shoot 
P— Pause 
X— Quits 

3D0 INTERACTIVE SAMPLER CD 4 INSTRUCTION CARD 

ICEBREAKER ’ 

by Panasonic Software 

In this sampler version, you can 
play four of the 150 levels in the 
game, ranging from the easiest 
evel (#1 \ to one of the most diffi¬ 
cult (ri 33). The levels included 
in this sampler wi I introduce the 
basic suite of pyramids, along 
with three of the e nemy seekers 
and several of the treacherous 
terrain tiles. Your goal is to 
destroy ait the pyramids by 
shooting them or ramming them. 
In the menu screen, the D-Pad 
switches between selection 
options, A selects an action, C 
goes to the Level Grid (from 
which you select a level to play), 
and X quits. 
£7-Pad— Movement 
A, Bf C—Shoot 
P— Pause/Option screen 
X—Hurt 

PO'ed~ 
by Any Channel 

B-Pad Right— 
Scroll through intro screens 

Standard Moves 
D-Pad Up/Down— 
Move forward/backward 
D-Pad Left/Right—Rotation 
Shifts—Sidestep I eft/ right 

Tap A—Reduce thrust/lower 
Hold A—Increase thrustf higher 
B—Fire weapon 
Cr Up/Down—Tilt vi ew 
G+Both-Shift—B a c kf I ip 
C+R-Shift— 
Toggles Jetpack/Foot 
G+A—Flip switches 
CtB—Weapon selection 
C+P—3D Map 
X—Exit levs! 
F—Turbo mode 
3D Map Mode 
D-Pad— Scrolling movement 
Shifts—Zoom in/out 
A—-Darken 
B— Reset brightness 
C— Lighten 
P—Exit map 

Shock Wave 2 
by Electronic Arts 

Enjoy this non-interactive sam¬ 
ple of Shock Wave 2: Beyond 
the Gate. ] he shipping title will 
be fully inte r a dive. 

Space Hulkm 
by Electronic Arts 

G et ready for the battle of your 
life as you face a heaping hulk 
of angry aliens. This sampler 
version is just a taste of the real 

thing. The full version of Space 
Hulk features over 60 missions. 
D-Pad—Move Terminator 
A—Fire Weapon/Hit 
B-—Parry close assault 
C—Open/Close door 
L-Shift+D-Pad—Look u p/d own 
F—Pause 

Once game is Paused: 
C—Select T erminator 
B—Select order 
A—-Give order 
D-Pad—Move cursor 
X—Quit 

The 3D0 Storage 
Manager 
The 3D0 Company 

At the main menu screen, press 
Left or Right Shift plus Cto bring 
up the Storage Manager screen 
and follow the easy instructions 
depicted. Use the D-Pad to 
move up and down in the list of 
items stored in your system's 
memory. Press A to remove an 
item. Press C for additional help. 


